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ABSTRACT 
This report examines the basic properties of linear fractional transformations of a 
matrix argument, with matrix coefficients, arid still more general entities. The familiar 
properties of scalar transformations generalize surprisingly well: for instance, cross- 
ratios of matrices are preserved up to similarity. The questions of multiple transitivity 
and uniqueness of coefficients are examined, and two engineering applications are 
outlined. 
INTRODUCTION 
In view of the fundamental role played by linear fractional transforma- 
tions in the geometry of the complex plane, it is not surprising that analogous 
entities prove useful in other branches of mathematics. The expression 
Q(x) = (ax + b)(cx + d) -’ (1) 
makes sense in a much wider setting than the familiar scalar case, and has 
arisen quite naturally in diverse areas. The symbols can, for example, repre- 
sent matrices; an instance of a deep study in which such transformations are 
central is C. L. Siegel’s influential paper [12] on symplectic geometry, and, at 
a far remove, electrical engineers have made use of them in the context of the 
design of networks. Since these uses are quite long established, one might 
assume the basic properties of linear fractional transformations had been 
established in full generality, but this does not seem to be the case. Take the 
question of the similarity invariance of the cross-ratio: Siegel established this 
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for very special transformations (general symplectic transformations) but 
evidently missed the fact that it holds generally. Some electrical network 
theorists are aware of this, but their treatment, apart from being confined to a 
special case, is not definitive from a mathematical point of view (e.g. [8]). 
Other natural questions I have not seen discussed at all: such are the problems 
of domain, uniqueness, and transitivity. The purpose of this paper is to treat 
these questions in as general a setting as possible. 
What, then, is the right general framework for the study of linear 
fractional transformations? The expression (1) makes sense in a ring with 
identity, but there is good reason to seek still greater generality. In engineer- 
ing applications one comes across transformations involving matrices which 
are not square. Let us consider for what types of matrix (1) can be defined. 
Clearly, d must be a square matrix-say p x p. This implies that x and b must 
be of types m X p and n X p for some m, n, and hence a, c must be of types 
n X m, p X m respectively. Thus @ takes m X p matrices to 12 X p matrices. 
Both domain and range of @ are subsets of right modules over the ring of 
p x p matrices (over a field, say). This suggests the setting which we describe 
precisely in Section 1 and which seems to work very well. 
A further problem is what nonsingularity condition to impose. In the 
scalar case one requires that ad - bc * 0, and this has various possible 
generalizations. We introduce in Sections l-2 a weak and a strong condition. 
In Sections 3-6 we generalize the familiar properties of scalar transforma- 
tions, including the invariance of the cross-ratio and transitivity properties. In 
Section 7 we differentiate linear fractional transformations, which requires a 
brief incursion into normed modules. In Section 8 we introduce the notion of 
a dilation in an algebraic setting and prove invariance under linear fractional 
transformations. I believe this to be a novel observation-that is, it has 
escaped the attention of specialists in dilation theory in the context of 
operators on Hilbert space. 
One can also write down a linear fractional transformation in the form 
This form fits less well into our chosen setting of right modules, but we 
nevertheless examine its relationship to the form (1) in Section 9. There are 
some intriguing formal connections, notably the involutory property of re- 
arrangement. 
The last two sections are of quite a different character: they are devoted 
to a very brief and nonrigorous sketch of the way linear fractional transforma- 
tions arise in two engineering applications. This part is in no way original, but 
the engineering texts in which the theory can be found are rather difficult of 
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access to the average mathematician, and I hope this treatment will enable 
him to grasp the ideas without having to master a lot of unfamiliar notions 
and terminology. 
There are many deep applications of linear fractional transformations I 
have not touched on at all, notably to functions of several complex variables, 
spaces with indefinite inner product, special relativity, and prediction theory. 
All these involve Hilbert space structure (adjoints, norms, and positivity), 
whereas this paper is devoted to algebraic aspects, apart from the section on 
differentiation. 
There are two obvious difficulties in generalizing linear fractional transfor- 
mations from scalars to rings and modules. One is the fact that nonzero 
elements may fail to have inverses; in the present generality we can usually do 
no better than add the proviso that all inverses which arise exist. The other 
difficulty is the absence of commutativity. Indeed, one might judge from the 
very asymmetry of (1) that it was not a natural object to study in a 
noncommutative ring. In fact it turns out to be much less asymmetric than it 
looks (Theorem 4). Altogether noncommutativity is less of a snag than one 
might anticipate. For another example, the inverse of (1) is given (Theorem 4, 
Corollary 1) by 
@‘l(x) = ( - xc + a) - l(xd - b). 
This is one of many formal relations which are very elementary but not very 
obvious. 
We shall denote the identity mapping on a set E by ia,, and shall often 
identify an operator on a direct sum with its two by two matrix with respect 
to the given direct decomposition. 
1. LINEAR FRACTIONAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
Let R be a ring with identity e, and let M, N be unital right R-modules. R 
is of course a unital right R-module, and so the direct sums M@ R, NCB R have 
natural structures of right R-modules. Let T: M@R + N@ R be an R-home 
morphism which admits a left inverse-that is, such that there exists an 
R-homomorphism p: N@ R + M @ R satisfying ?T = i a,,,. The action of T 
can be described by a 2 X 2 matrix 
T- ; ; 
[ 1 (2) 
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whose entries are R-homomorphisms with domain and codomain indicated in 
the diagram 
a:M+N, b:R+N, 
c:M+R, d:R+R. 
The relation (2) is supposed to mean that, for all (x, r) E M@R, 
T(x, r) = (ax + br, cx + dr). 
By the linear fractional transformation determined by T we shall mean the 
mapping (Pr : Qr c M + N where 
Qr={xEM:cx+deisaunitinR} 
and, for all x E L$, 
(a,(x) = (ax + be)(cx + de)-‘. (3) 
We shall call any such mapping a linear fiactionul transformation (or 
sometimes simply a transformation) fknn M to N, If @ = @r we shall call Tan 
associated operator of Cp. Clearly, if T is an associated operator of @, then so is 
Tu for any central unit u E R; we discuss the question of the converse of this 
statement in Section 6 below. 
Here is a convenient example to bear in mind: M, N, and R are the spaces 
of matrices of types m X p, n X p, and p X p respectively over some field, 
while a, b, c, and d are the operations of multiplication by fixed matrices of 
types n X m, n X p, p X m, and p X p respectively. 
Note that, for any r E R, br = (be)r E N, so that b is determined by 
be E N. We shall identify b with be; thus we regard b as an element of N, and 
likewise write d E R. We can thus write (3) in the more familiar form 
@(x)=(ar+b)(cx+d)-‘. (4) 
As in the scalar case, we can adopt a “projective” viewpoint. Define an 
equivalence relation on M@ R by writing (x,, ri) - (x,, ra) when there exists a 
unit u E R such that xi = xsu, r, = rsu; likewise for N@R. T induces a 
mapping from the space PM of equivalence classes in M @ R modulo - to the 
corresponding space PN. This induced mapping agrees with ipr modulo the 
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obvious identification of x E M, y E N with the equivalence classes of 
(x, e),( y, e) in PM, PN. We shall not exploit this viewpoint explicitly in the 
present article. 
We shall now establish some of the basic properties of linear fractional 
transformations. The greatest difference from the scalar case is of course 
noncommutativity. It is rather surprising to what extent one can get round 
this difficulty by making use of the left inverse F, 
Consider a transformation @ from M to N with associated operator T, and 
let f be a left inverse of T. We can write 
F_ 6 b 
[ -1 E ct 
(5) 
with entries R-homomorphisms of types 
d:N+M, iGR-+M, 
E:N+R, d: R + R. 
The fact that iT = iaMeR implies that 
or, in other words, 
Bb+&=OEHom(R,M), 
EU + & = 0 E Hom( M, R), 
Eb+dd=id,. 
(6) 
Roughly speaking, we can express @a(x) in terms of the entries of p. To do 
this we need the following definitions. For any x E M and y E N and any 
E E Hom( N, R), c E Hom( M, R) we define R-homomorphisms XE: N -+ M, 
yc: M+Nby 
@E)(n) = X(&z), nEN, 
(YC)(~) = y(m), m EM. 
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We note an important associativity property: for any cx E Hom(N, L) and y, c 
as above, 
btYc)lm = 4(Y+4 = dY(41 
= (aYe = bY)Cb. 
Thus 
my = (ay)c E Hom(M, L). 
We can therefore write cryc without ambiguity. 
THEOREM 1. Let Q be a linear fractionul tramfmtion jkm M to N, let 
T be an associated operator of a’, and let i? be a left inverse of T, with 
?NltriCeS 
T-[; ;], t-[; ;]a 
For any x E domain@, 
(-xc+cz)o(x)=d-6EM (7) 
and 
( - xE + ii)(a - Q(x)c) = ia,. (8) 
Proof. Define an R-homomorphism h: M@R -P M by h(m, r) = m - XT. 
Then hF: NCBR + M is given by 
hF(n, r) = h(c?n + &,En + &) 
=&+&r-x(En+&) 
=(-xE+d)n-(uL6)r. 
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Now 
0 = h(x, e) = hFT(r, e) 
= h?(ax + b, cx + d) 
= ( - xE + cz)(ax + b) - (d - 6)(cx + d). 
By hypothesis cx + d is a unit. Postmultiplying by (cx + d)-’ yields (7). 
In view of (7), (8) is equivalent to 
and hence to 
(-xC+b)u-(x&~)c=ia, 
- x(cc2 + A)+ &l + &c = ia,, 
which is true by virtue of (6). 
We should like to write 
@(x)=(ax+b)(cx+d)-‘=( -,,_+a)-‘(&@ 
whenever Q(x) is defined. This can in fact be done if F = T- ’ (Theorem 4), 
butingeneral(-xc++)-‘canfailtoexist,evenifM=N=R:takeRtobe 
the ring of all linear transformations of C N;letb=c=~=E=x=O,d=~= 
e; let a be the shift to the right and ci: the shift to the left. However, we can go 
quite a long way with the weaker statement (7). 
THEOREM 2 (The difference identity). For any x, y E domain@, where Cp 
is described in Theorem 1, 
(-XC+&)[@(X)-iP(y)]=(x-y)(cy+d)-’. (9) 
Proof. Using Theorem 1, we have 
( - XE + a)[@(~) - O(y)](cy + d) 
=(x&&)(cy+d)-(-xE+ci)(ay+b) 
= x(dc + &z)y + x(dd + Ebb) 
- (6~ + cia)y - (db + 6d) 
=x-y 
[see @3>1. 
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COROLLARY. Linearfiactional transfmtions are injective: a(x) = Q(y) 
implies x = y. 
Composition of linear fractional transformations corresponds to the com- 
position of their associated operators. Here is a precise statement. 
THEOREM 3. Let transformations @,\k j&n L to M, M to N have 
associated operators S: L @ R + M CB R, T: M CB R + NCB Z? respectively, and let 
r from L to N be the transfmtion determined by TS. Zf x E domain@ and 
Q(x) E domain*, then x E domain’T and T(x) = *(a(x)). 
The proof consists of a simple verification. 
2. REGULAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
We shall say that a linear fractional transformation is regular if it has an 
associated operator which is an R-isomorphism. 
Let @ be such a transformation from M to N, and let T: M@R + N@R be 
an associated R-isomorphism. Then T-l : N@ R + M 8 R is an R-isomorphism; 
there is thus a transformation from N to M determined by T-‘, which we 
denote by 9-l. 
a-’ is in fact the set-theoretic inverse mapping of a. For suppose 
T- z ;, ‘J-l- cz ‘z 
[ 1 [ -1 i? d 00) 
and consider x E domain@. Then 
c’Q(x)+d= [C(ax+b)+d(cx+d)](cx+d)-’ 
= [(Ea+&)x+Eb+&](cx+d)-’ 
=(cx+d)-‘, 
the last step following from the relation T-‘T = iaMaR. Thus Q(x)E 
domain a’-‘, and so range Cp c domain Cp-‘. Hence, by Theorem 3, 
QP-‘(ip(x))=x for all x Ed 0mainQ. Likewise @(V’(x))= x for all x E 
domain Q, - ‘, so that Q, and Q - ’ are inverse mappings, with domain Cp - 1 = 
range @. This conclusion shows that Cp- ’ is independent of the choice of T 
among the R-isomorphisms associated with a,. 
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Theorems 1 and 2 can be given in strengthened form for regular transfor- 
mations. 
THEOREM 4. Let Cp be a regular linear fiactionul transf~tion j&n M 
to N, let T be an R-isomorphism associated with @‘, and let the matrices of 
T, T-’ be given by (10). For any x, y E domain@, - xc + d is an R4somm 
phism from N to M and the following identities hold: 
(-xE++)-‘=a-Q(x)c, (11) 
cP(x)=(ax+b)(cx+d)-‘=( -xE+(2)-‘(d-&), (12) 
Q(x)--@(y)=( -xE+cZ)-‘(x- y)(xy+d)-‘. (13) 
Proof. a-O(x)cEHom(M,N)and,foranynEN, 
[a-cP(x)c]( -xC+d)n 
=[a-@(x)c](-xEn+fn) 
= - axEn + a& + @(x)(cx + d)En - @(x)(dE+ cd)n 
=- axi?n + tin + (ar + b)En - @(x)(dE + cb)n 
= (a& + bE)n - cP(x)(dE + c&)n. 
The relation ZT ’ = iaNeR implies that 
Thus 
a2 + bC = id,, dE + CC = 0 E Hom( N, R). 
[a- @(x)c](-x6+6)= ia,. 
In conjunction with (8) this implies (11). The remaining identities in Theorem 
4 are then obtained by applying the isomorphism ( - XE + 6)- ’ to both sides 
of (7) and (9). w 
COROLLARY 1. Let Cp be as in Theorem 4. For all x E domain @ -I, 
-xc+a:M+NisanR-isonwrphismand 
V’(x) = ( - xc + a)-‘(& - b) = (6x + &)(Ex + a)-‘. 
This comes from interchanging the roles of T and T- ’ in (12). 
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COROLLARY 2. A regular transfmtim from M to N has nonempty 
domain only if M and N are isomorphic as right R-modules. 
3. THE INVARIANCE OF THE CROSS-RATIO 
In a ring R with identity e there are two equally good definitions of 
cross-ratio: 
(Xl, x2, x3, Q) = (Xl - x3)(x1 - XJ -‘(x2 - x4)(x2 - x3)? 
whenever the inverses in question exist. Siegel [12] chose the former, but in 
the present context the latter is more appropriate, for the following reason. 
We aim to prove that the cross-ratio is preserved up to similarity by linear 
fractional transformations, and since we are studying these transformations in 
the setting of right R-modules, there is an esthetic gain in demonstrating the 
invariance result in this generality. We therefore look to see whether either of 
the proposed formulae makes sense for elements of a right R-module M. Now, 
for x, y E M we can assign a natural meaning to x-‘y, namely, the unique 
element r E R satisfying xr = y, when such exists. The notation x-l y is 
somewhat misleading here, and we accordingly introduce another symbol. 
DEFINITION. For elements x, y of a right R-module M, x#y is defined to 
be the unique element r E R satisfying XT = y, whenever such an r exists. 
Clearly x#y is defined if and only if 
(1) y E XR and 
(2) Ann x = {O} 
(here Ann x denotes the annihilator of x in R). For xi E M, 1~ i < 4, we 
define the cross-ratio of x1, x2, x3, x4 to be 
( X1,X2,X3,X4)’ [( x1-X4)#(X1-r3)l[(x2-x3)#(x2-x4)l~ (14) 
whenever both factors on the right hand side are defined. 
The cross-ratio (14) is defined if and only if 
(1) x1 - x3 E (x1 - x,)R, x2 - xq E (x2 - x,)R; 
(2) Ann(x, - x4) = {0} = Ann(x, - xs). 
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The following is immediate from the definition. 
LEMMAS. Leta:M-+NbeanR-h omomorphism, let tl, E2 E M, and let 
[I #[2 be defined. 
(i) Zf(aE1)#(aE2) is defined, then it equals t1#E2. 
(ii) Zf a is an R-monomorphism, then (aE1)#(a52) is defined. 
(iii) Zf rl, r2 E R and rl is a unit, then 
(51?)#(52T2) = r,‘(W52)r2. 
THEOREM 5. Let @ be a transfmtion from M to N with associated 
operator T given by (9), and let xi E domain@, 1~ i < 4, be such that 
(xl, x2, x3, x4) exists. Let yi = @(xi), 1 < i < 4. Then 
(1) We have 
(~1, ~2, ~3, ~4) = (cx, + d)(x,, ~21x39 x&q + 4 -’ (15) 
provided the left hand side exists. 
(2) Zf @ is a regular transfnmution, then (yl, y2, y3, y4) does exist. 
Proof. Let T be a left inverse of T, and let F have matrix given by (9). 
the difference identity (Theorem 2), 
BY 
(-x$+cZ)(y,-y,)=(x,-x,)(cx,+d)-‘, 
(- x,c’+ G)(yl- y3)= (x1- x3)(cx3 + d)-‘. 
By Lemma l(i), 
provided the left hand side exists, and so, by Lemma l(iii), 
(YrY,)*(Y,-Y,)=( cx4+d)[(x1-x4)#(x1-x3)](cx3+d)-‘. 
Likewise 
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provided the left hand side exists. On multiplying the last two equations 
together we obtain (15), subject to the existence of the cross-ratio of the y ‘s. 
In the case that @ is a regular transformation we know from Theorem 4 
that - xiE + cz in (16) is an R-isomorphism, and hence, by Lemma l(n), 
(yi - y,)#(y, - ys) and (ys - ys)#(y, - yq) exist. Thus the cross-ratio of 
the y ‘s exists. w 
Let us compare the above with the engineers’ method of proving the 
invariance of the cross-ratio (cf. [S]). In their context linear fractional transfor- 
mations occur in the form 
Q(X)=D+C(X-A)-%, 
the capital letters all denoting n X n matrices. One then has 
0(X,)-@(X,)=C(X,-A)-‘(Xs-X,)(X,-A)-%. 
From this one readily deduces the invariance of the cross-ratio up to similarity 
provided B, C and Xi - A, 1 Q i Q 4, are all nonsingular. Theorem 5 appears 
to have a considerably wider scope. 
4. TIIE DOMAIN OF A LINEAR FRACTIONAL TRANSFORMATION 
The foregoing results will only be fruitful when applied in rings with a 
plentiful supply of units. Regrettably enough, even in such rings linear 
fractional transformations can have empty domain. For a simple example, 
take a = e, b = c = 0, and let d be any element having a left inverse but no 
right inverse in R. Worse still, even regular transformations can have empty 
domain. Let R be any ring with identity such that there exist nonisomorphic 
right R-modules M and N and an R-isomorphism T: M@ R + NCB R. Then T 
determines a regular transformation from M to N which, by Corollary 2 to 
Theorem 4, necessarily has empty domain. This phenomenon can occur even 
for quite respectable rings R. For example, let H be an infinite dimensional 
Hilbert space, and let R be the ring l?(H) of all continuous linear operators on 
H. Then R and R@R are isomorphic as right R modules. To see this take a 
unitary operator 8: H + H@H, and let pi, p, : H@H + H be the orthogonal 
projections onto the direct summands. Define T: R + R@R by Tr = 
(p,Br, pjr); then T is an R-isomorphism. Thus we can define a regular 
transformation from R to {O}, and this must have empty domain. It is also 
possible to give an example of a regular transformation in C(H) with empty 
domain (see [4, Problem 571). 
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We are led to seek sufficient conditions for the domain of O(X) = (ax + 
b)(cx + d)- ’ to be nonempty. An obvious one is that d be a unit, for then 
Q(O) is defined. If @ is regular, it also suffices that a be an R-isomorphism, for 
the relation fl = i L$,,, R yields 
a6 + bd = 0, &+oG=e, 
which together imply ( - ca- lb + d )d = e. And from ?T = iaMeA we have 
Ea + ctc = 0, Eb + dd = e, 
and hence d(-ca-‘b+d)=e. Thus -ca-‘b+d is a unit, so that 
@( - a-lb) is defined (and is in fact 0). 
For an important class of rings the domain of a regular transformation is 
always nonempty. 
THEOREM 6. Let R be a fill matrix ring over a division ring, and bt 
M, N be unital right R-modules. Any regular linear $actional transformation 
jknn M to N has nonempty domain. 
The conclusion can also be phrased: Z? has stable range 1. A more general 
result is given in Lemma 1.1 of [13]. I am grateful to Dr. K. A. Brown for 
pointing this out and for providing the following proof. 
Proof. Let Q, have an associated R-isomorphism T of the usual form. 
Since T is smjective, CM + dR = R. Now CM is a right ideal of R, and so, by 
the Artin-Wedderburn structure theory of R (for example, [3]), CM = I, 
@ . . . @I,, where the Zj are minimal right ideals of R. 
LEMMA 2. Let T be a minimal right ideal of R, and let u E R. There 
exists t E T such that T + uR = (t + u)R. 
Proof. For S L R let r(S) denote the right annihilator of S: r(S) = {r E 
R : m = 0 for all s E S}. Note that r(S) is a right ideal. If t E T, then, since T is 
minimal, T = tr = R/r(t). Thus R/r(t) has no proper submodules-that is, 
r(t) is a maximal right ideal. 
Suppose (a) r(u) G r(T). Now RT is a twosided ideal of R, and since R is 
simple, it follows that RT = R. Hence r(T) = {0}, and so r(u) = {O}. This 
implies that u is a unit, and the statement of the lemma holds with t = 0. 
Alternatively (b) r(u)$ r(T). Choose t E T with r(u)g r(t). Since r(t) is 
a maximal right ideal, R = r(u)+ r(t). Thus there exist 5 E r(u), q E r(t) such 
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thatl+q=e. Then 
(u+t)(=t[=t(e-v)=t, 
(u + t )q = uq = u(e - [) = u. 
Hence 
We complete the proof of Theorem 6 by induction on m. Consider the 
statement: for each nonnegative integer m, all collections of m distinct 
minimal right ideals Z 
1~ j< m, such that 
l,...,Zm of R, and all PER, there exist yj=Zj, 
(Yl+ ... +y,+d)R= 5 Zj@dR. 
j=l 
For m = 0 this is trivial. Suppose it true for m - 1 (m > 1). By Lemma 2 there 
exists y, E I, such that (y, + d)R = Z,@dR. Applying the inductive hy- 
pothesis with d replaced by y, + d, we infer that there exist yj E Zj. 1 Q j< m 
- 1, such that 
[Yl+ *** +Y,_~+(~,+~)]R=Z,CB ... @Z,@dR, 
which is the desired conclusion. The statement thus holds for all m. 
Applying the above to the case CM = I,@ . . . CBZ,,,, cM + dR = R, we 
conclude that there exists y E CM such that y + d is a unit: that is, there exists 
xEMsuchthatcx+disaunit,andsoxEdomaincP. n 
5. TRANSITIVITY PROPERTIES 
In the scalar case any three distinct points can be mapped by a linear 
fractional transformation onto any three distinct points, and any four can be 
mapped onto any four provided the two sets have the same cross-ratio. This 
statement has a straightfonvard generalization to rings, but for general 
modules the issue is less simple. Informally speaking, if M is much larger than 
N, then no homomorphism M@R + N8R can have a left inverse, and so 
there can be no linear fractional transformation from M to N. We avoid this 
difficulty by taking M = R. 
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THEOREM 7. I.-et xi, yi E R be such that xi - x j, yi - yj are units, 1~ i f 
j < 3. Then there exists a regular linear jh&mal transfmtion Q in R such 
that @(xi) = y,, 1 f i < 3. 
We shall actually prove a somewhat stronger result. Let us say that 
elements y,, y,, y, of a tmital right R-module N are afinely dependent OIXY R 
if there exist units ul, us, ua in R such that ur f us + ug = 0 and Ylul f yzuz 
+ y3u3 = 0. We say further that yi, ys are strongly distinct if there exists an 
R-homomorphism a : N + R such that a(y, - ys) = e. 
Note that if yi, 1 G i G 3, are as in the theorem, then y,, ys are strongly 
distinct, and if 
u,=(y,-YJ’> u2 = (Yl- Y2) -l(Y1- Y3HY3 - Y2) -I, 
u,=(Y,-Y,)-l, 
then ui + us + ua = 0 and ylu, + y,u, + y3u3 = 0; thus yl, ~2, y3 are affinely 
dependent over R. We can thus apply the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let xi be such that xi - xjis a unit, 16 i * j< 3. Let N 
be a unital right R-mud&, let yi E N, 1 G i < 3, be affinely dependent over 
R, and let y,, y2 be strongly distinct. Then there exists a linear fiactionul 
transformation Cp jkm R to N such that @(xi) = yi, 1~ i < 3. 
Proof. Heuristically speaking, ip is given by 
More precisely, let T: R@ R + NCB R have matrix 
u2”h-x3)-1 0 -e x1 
I[ 1 
(17) 
0 u1u(x2-x3)-l -e x2 ’ 
where u is an arbitrary unit in R. The second and third matrices are obviously 
invertible, while if a E Hom( N, R) is such that a( yr - ys) = e, a left inverse of 
the first matrix is 
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Thus T has a left inverse. Furthermore, for some units o, w in R, 
T[:]=[: ~][u2uy3~-’ ul*(,,:x )_$:_:j 
3 = [ (vlyl+YPlb] = [-y++],b2 + %)U 
Hence QT(xi) = y,, 1~ i < 3. l 
To complete the proof of the theorem it suffices to observe that when 
y, - y1 is a unit of R, then all three matrices in (17) are invertible and hence 
@r is a regular transformation. n 
THEOREM 8. Let xi, yi E R be such that xi - xi’ yi - yj are units, 1 d i * 
j< 4. The7e exists a regular linear jcfactionul transjkmution Cp in R such that 
@(xi)= yi, l< id 4, ifand only if 
for some unit r E R. 
Again we prove a stronger version, for modutes. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let xi E R be such thut xi - xi is a unit, 16 i f j,< 4. 
Let N be a unital right R-mod&, and let yi E N, 16 i f 4, satisfy: 
(a) y,, y2 are strongly distinct; 
(b) yl, y2, y, are afinely dependent over R; 
(c) (y1,y2, y3.y4) f?dts and(y2-y3)#(y2-y4) is a unit. 
Thae exists a linear fractional tramfmtion Q, from R to N such that 
@(xi)= yi, 16 i d 4, ifand only if 
h Y2, Y3. Y4) = 4x1, x2. x3, q)r-l 
for some unit r E R. 
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Proof The forward implication is obvious from Theorem 5. The con- 
verse is proved, roughly speaking, by putting a(x) = y, where 
(Yl, Y2, Y, Y4) = rh, x29 x, x4w 
More precisely, let T: R @ R + N@ R have matrix 
y2 y1 ~z~P% - 4 -l 
’ I[ 0 -e x1 e e 0 u1uq~~(x2-x.J1 I[ 1 -e x2 ' 
where ul, u2, uq axe units of R such that 
ul+ u2 + uq = 0, y,u,+ Y2U2 + Y4U4 = 0. (18) 
Just as in the proof of Theorem 7, T has a left inverse and @r(xi) = yi for 
i = 1,2,4. 
Let s denote r(x2 - x4)-l(x2 - x3). We have 
= 
u2f$(Yl, Y2, Y3* Y4) s. 
-1 
UlU4 1 
On eliminating u1 from (18), we obtain 
and hence, by Lemma l(iii), 
(19) 
UzO(Y, - Y,)NY, - Y3)) = (Y2 - Yd HY, - Y3h 
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so that (19) can be written 
TrA=[? :I[ [(Yz-Y,)#(Y,-Y,)I[(Y,-Y,)#(Y,-Y,)l s. -1 
UlU4 1 
Letuswritep=(y,-y,)#(y,-ys).Notethat 
and hence 
(~2 - ydh + P) = y2 - y3 
On the other hand, eliminating us in condition (b) gives 
(y2-y,h;‘= -(yZ-y4)’ (22) 
Condition (a) implies that the annihilator of y2 - yr in R is (0}, and so 
comparison of (21) and (22) shows that 
-I= - 
%U4 ce + p)(y2 - y3) #(y2 - y4). 
We therefore have, from (19), 
T[;]=[Y,a ;][ _&,](y2-y,)#(y,-y,b 
= 
[ I 12 (Y2 - y,)#(y, - y4b’ 
Hence Qr.(x3) = y,. n 
To complete the proof of Theorem 8 we notice that, under the hypotheses 
of that theorem, all three matrices occurring in the definition of T are 
invertible, and so Qr is regular. 
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6. UNIQUENESS OF ASSOCIATED OPERATORS 
If a(x) = (ax + b)(cx + d)-‘, to what extent are the coefficients a, b, c, d 
determined by @? In the scalar case they are determined up to a common 
nonzero scalar multiple, but for a general module we can hardly expect such a 
strong conclusion: the domain of Cp can after all be empty. There are two 
cases in which we can obtain a satisfactory uniqueness result. 
THEOREM 9. Let R be a fill matrix ring over an infinite field, let ai be a 
linear jkctional transfmtim in R, and let q be an associated operator of 
Qi, i = 1,2. If a’1 and a2 agree on the intersection of their domains, then 
Qp, = a, and TI = XT, fo7 some scalar A * 0. 
Proof. Since Ti : R@ R + R@R is a homomorphism of finite-dimensional 
algebras having a left inverse, it is an isomorphism. Thus ai is a regular 
transformation. Let 
For any x E domaincPi ndomain$ we have, by Theorem 4, 
and hence 
( - x-E2 + CZ,)(a,x + b,) = (xx& - &2)(clx + d,), 
which expands to give 
- x( ~,a, + &c+ - x( E2bl + &dl)+ (B,a, + &cl)x + &b, + &d, = 0. 
(23) 
Consider the (i, j) entry Qi,(x) of the left hand side of (23). Qij is a 
polynomial function of the entries xkl of x. Since (23) holds whenever 
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ClX + d,, - ~6s + da are nonsingular, we have 
Qj(x)det(c,x + d,)det( - xEs + &) = 0 
identically. Now det(c,x + d,) and det( - x&, + d,) are also polynomial 
functions of the xkl, and Theorem 6 shows them to be not identically zero. 
Since the ring of polynomial functions in any number of variables over an 
infinite field is an integral domain, it follows that Qi is the zero function, and 
so (23) holds identically. On letting x run through &e scalar multiples of the 
identity we deduce that 
Thus 
Ezal + &cl = 0 = d,b, + &d,. (24 
x(&b, + i&d,) = (d,a, + ~2c1)x 
for all x E R. It follows that 
&b, + d2dl = Xe = a’,a, + &cl (25) 
for some scalar A. Equations (24) and (25) can be written 
or T; ‘I’, = hi 8. Thus, since Ti and T, are invertible, h * 0, and Tl = XT,. n 
By a slight modification of the above we can prove the following. Let Qi 
be a linear fractional transformation in R (as in Theorem 9) with associated 
operator Ti, and let E be a linear subspace of R containing the identity matrix. 
If +r and @s agree on E n domain @r n domain @a, and if this intersection is 
nonempty, then there exists a unit u which centralizes E and satisfies 
THEOREM 10. Let R be a real or complex Banach algebra with identity, 
and suppose that R has no nonzero right ideal whose square is zero. Let M, N 
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be faithful unital right Banuch R-modules, and let Qp,, a2 be linearfiactional 
transf~tions from M to N having invertible continuous associated opera- 
tors T,,T, respectively. If Qpl and a, are defined and agree on a nonempty 
open set, then there exists a central unit u E R such that T, = T,u. 
A full explanation of the terminology and a proof will be given in the next 
section. 
7. DIFFERENTIATION OF LINEAR FRACTIONAL 
TRANSFORMATIONS 
This section is out of keeping with the rest of the paper in that it involves 
topological considerations; however, derivatives of linear fractional transfor- 
mations are sufficiently fundamental to deserve mention. 
Let R be a Banach algebra with identity over the real or complex 
numbers. We shall call M a unital right Banuch R-module if M is a Banach 
space over the same field as R and is a unital right R-module satisfying, for 
some K > 0, 
forallxEM,rER. 
If M is a unital right Banach R-module, then so is M@ R if we define the 
norm by 
k dll = Il4l+ll~ll~ 
THEOREM 11. Let M, N be unital right Banuch R-modules, where R i.s a 
real or complex Banuch algebra, and let 
be a continuous R-homomorphism. Then the mapping Q(x) = (ax + b)(cx + 
d )- ’ is F&&t difimmtiuble at every point of its domain 
G={(xEM:(cx+d)-‘ER}, 
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and,fmanyhEM, 
D+(x)h= [a-@(x)c]h(cx+d)-‘. 
Cp is not here assumed to be a linear fractional transformation according to 
our definition, since we suppose nothing about a left inverse for T. 
Proof. Since the set of units is open in R, and c is continuous, P is open. 
Consider x E a. If (1 hll is sufficiently small, x + h E Cl and 
@(x+h)=(m+b+ah)(cx+d+ch)-’ 
=(ax+b+ah)(cx+d)-‘(e+ch(cx+d)-‘)-l 
= [@(x)+ah(cr+d)-1][e-ch(cx+d)-1+O(llh~~2)] 
=@(x)-@(x)ch(cx+d)-‘+ah(cx+d)-1+O(llh~~2). 
Hence 
@(z+h)-Q(X)= [a-@(x)c]h(cr+d)-‘+O(llh~~2). 
Thus Cp is Frkchet differentiable at x and 
D@(r)h=(a-@(x)c)h(cx+d)-‘. 
COROLLARY. If T is an R-&morphism and 
T-l_ ci: b 
[ "I E ct’ 
thm,fmanyxEPandhEM, 
DQ(x)h=( -xE++‘h.(cx+d)-‘. 
Proof. By Theorem 4, a - @(x)c = ( - d + ii)-‘. n 
We now return to Theorem lo-the uniqueness statement for transforma- 
tions on Banach modules. Note first that, if T is an R-homomorphism of right 
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R-modules and u E R is central, then the mapping Tu defined by (Tu)x = 
(Tx)u is again an R-homomorphism. This explains the final statement of the 
theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 10. Let Cl = domain Qp, f~ doma.inQs. By hypothesis SI 
is nonempty. Let 
By the open mapping theorem, T; ’ is continuous. As in (23), we have, for all 
x E G, 
- x( &a1 + a,,,), - x(&b, + &cl,) + (d,a, + l&,)x + d,b, + 6&l = 0. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that, for all x in some nonempty open subset Q of M, 
where a:M*R, p:R+R, y:M-+M, and 6:R+R are continuous R- 
homomorphi.sms.%na=0,6=0,~1’ aes in the center of R, and yx = - xP 
for all x E M. 
Proof. The left hand side is a Frechetdifferentiable mapping from M to 
M on the open set S?. On differentiating we find that, for any x E P and 
h E M, 
x(ah)+h(ax)+hp+yh=O. 
On putting h = x and combining with the hypothesis we find that, for x E f2, 
x(ax) = 6, 
and on differentiating again, 
x(ah)+ h(cwx) = 0. 
On putting h = x we deduce that S = 0, and on differentiating again with 
respect to x we find 
k(ah)+h(ak)=O 
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for all h, k E M. Putting k = h, we have h(ah) = 0, and on applying LX, r2 = 0 
for all r E aM. By our hypothesis on the right ideals of R, aM = {O}, and so 
ff = 0. 
Our hypothesis now becomes: for all x E P 
x/3 + yx = 0. 
It follows once again by differentiation that this holds for all r E M. Now, for 
anyxEMandrER, 
x$3 = - y(xr) = - (yx)r = xpr. 
By the faithfulness of M, r/3 = pr and so /3 is in the center of R. The lemma is 
proved. n 
On applying the lemma we infer that 
B,b, + &,d, = 0, 
cza, + d,c, = 0, 
E2bl + c&d, =/I 
for some central /3 E R, and 
(6,a, + h,c,)z = yx = xp 
for all x E M. These equations can be written 
from which it follows that /3 is a unit, and the latter can in turn be written 
Tl = T2/3, as required. n 
8. DILATIONS 
In the analysis of bounded linear operators on Hilbert space the notion of 
a dilation has proved very useful. In this section we formulate the idea in a 
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general setting and prove an invariance property with respect to linear 
fractional transformations. Let us motivate the definition by considerations of 
the Hilbert space case. Suppose we are given an operator T on a Hilbert space 
H satisfying ]lTx]] 6 ]]x]] for all x E H. The idea is to regard Tas a “piece” of a 
better-behaved operator on a larger space. Formally, if H is embedded in a 
Hilbert space K, then an operator X on K is said to be a dilation of T if, for 
each natural number n, T” is the restriction to H of PX”, P being the 
orthogonal projection onto H. What makes this concept important is the fact 
that T has a dilation which is unitary, all minimal unitary dilations (in a 
natural sense) being unitarily equivalent. The book [lo] is devoted to the 
study of such operators T via the analysis of their minimal unitary dilations. 
Unitary operators are, of course, relatively well understood. A good way of 
thinking of the minimal unitary dilation of T is as follows: there exist Hilbert 
spaces K,, K, and a unitary operator U on the orthogonal direct sum 
K,@ H8 K, such that the matrix of U with respect to this direct decomposi- 
tion is of the form * * * 
[ 1 0 T *. 0 0 * 
Consider now a ring R with identity e, and suppose R embedded in a ring 
R* with identity e#. We shall say that u E R* is a dilation of r E R if 
eu”e = T” for all natural numbers n. 
Letf=e#-eand 
F= f ’ 
[ 1 0 f'
Note that f R = {O)= Rf. Hence, if T is a 2 X 2 matrix over R having a left 
inverse F, then T + F is a 2 X 2 matrix over R” having a left inverse F + F. In 
other words, if ipr is a linear fractional transformation in R, then Qr+r is a 
linear fractional transformation in R*. 
THEOREM 12. Let u E R” be a dilation of r E R, and let a, b, c, d E R 
be such that CT + d i.s a unit in R. Then [(a + f)u + b](cu + d + f)-’ exists 
in R” and is a dilution of (ar + b)(m + d)-‘. 
Proof. It is convenient to represent elements of R* by 2 x2 matrices. 
For x E R* let xii = exe, rr2 = exf, x21 = fk, xB = fi$ Then x = xri + xl2 
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+ xsi + xas and the correspondence 
is a one-one correspondence between elements of R’ and 2 ~2 matrices 
whose entries belong to eR”e ( = R), eR*f, fR”e, and fR#f respectively. 
Moreover this correspondence takes addition and multiplication in R# into 
matrix addition and multiplication. 
LEMMAS. 
is a dilution of r E R if and only if uri = r and uisu&usr = 0, j= 0, 1,2,. . . . 
Proof. Clearly u is a dilation of r if and only if the (1,l) entry of U” is r” 
for all natural numbers fl. 
Suppose uii = r and ui2u&s1 = 0 for all j. Then one can readily verify by 
induction that 
(26) 
for all n, so that u is a dilation of r. 
Now suppose that u is a dilation of r. Consider the assertions (a) (26) holds 
and (b) ui2u&s1 = 0, 0 < j< n - 2. If n = 1, both (a) and (b) are true. 
Suppose (a) and (b) are true for some n. On premultiplying both sides of (26) 
by u we obtain 
u"+l = 
[ 
r n+1 + u12u&-1uzl * 
n-l 
uZIrn + C u&Fju21rj * * 
j=O i 
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Since u is a dilation of r, we must have ~r~u~~lu~r = 0 and SO 
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This establishes the validity of (a) and (b) by induction, and so concludes the 
proof of Lemma 3. n 
We return to the proof of the theorem. Suppose that 
is a dilation of r, so that ur2u&ua1 = 0, j= 0, 1,2,. . . . Then 
(a+f)u+b= 
ar + b au12 
u21 1 %? ’ 
1 
-1 
(cu+d+f)-‘= 
Hence 
= (cr+d)-’ -(cr+d)-‘cu,, 
0 f I* 
[(a+ f)u+b](cu+d+ f)-‘= 
Q’(r) b-W4~~~ 
u,,(cr+d)-’ u21h2 + %2 
where Q(r)= (ar + b)(cr + d)-’ and 5 = -(CT + d)-‘c. The statement of 
the theorem will follow provided 
[a - @(r)c] u12(u21[u12 + u~~)~u~~(c~ + d)-‘= 0 
for all j. This equation is true because ur2uku2r = 0 for ah j. n 
One can use Theorem 12 (or, to be more precise, a modification of it given 
in the next section) to prove the existence of unitary dilations of contractions 
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on Hilbert space. One first notes that the zero operator has a unitary dilation: 
a bilateral shift operator on a suitable large Hilbert space. Now there is a class 
of linear fractional transformations of operators on Hilbert space, called 
Mobius transformations [5], which preserve unitary operators. Given a con- 
traction T, one can always find a Mobius transformation 9R which maps the 
zero operator to T. It is easy to see that the extension %* of this Mobius 
transformation to operators on the larger Hilbert space is again a Mobius 
transformation. Then the image of the bilateral shift under 9R* is a unitary 
dilation of T. In fact this method leads to the same operator as the “Shaeffer 
matrix” [lo]. 
9. ANOTHER FORM OF LINEAR FRACTIONAL TRANSFORMATION 
It is often convenient to rewrite a scalar transformation 
in the form 
(a(x) = (ax + b)(cx + d) -l (27) 
(q+b+ w-w 
d d(cx+d) ’ 
valid when d * 0. In the more general case also this can be advantageous: 
indeed, in an engineering context transformations of the form 
q(x) = j? - ax(e + yxp16 (28) 
arise most naturally, as we shall see below. In the scalar case it is a matter of a 
simple rearrangement, but when matrices are involved there are important 
differences. Note that the domain of \k necessarily contains 0, so in this 
respect the form (27) appears to be more general. In other ways (28) is more 
general. As we saw in the introduction, a linear fractional transformation @r 
maps an m X p matrix to an tr X p matrix, whereas it is easy to see from (28) 
that \k can map an m X p matrix to a matrix of any type. For this reason the 
study of q in full generality does not fit into the one-sided framework we 
have adopted for @. We shall therefore only study a restricted class of q’s 
here. 
For any ring R with identity e, unital right R-modules M and N, and any 
R-homomorphism 
u- a P 
[ 1 Y 6 : MeR+ NCBR 
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we denote by \k, the transformation 
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defined on {x E M: e + yx is a unit in R), with values in N. 
A linear fractional transformation Q can be written in the form \k, if and 
only if 0 E domain @ [or equivalently, d is a unit, Q, being given by (27)]. The 
forward implication we have already noted, while if d is a unit, 
@(~)=(ar+b)(cx+d)-’ 
= [bd-‘(cx+d)-(bd-‘c-a)x](cx+d)-’ 
= bd-’ - (bd-‘c - a)x(e + d-%x) -Id-‘. 
Thus 
where 
@T = *p(T) 9 (29) 
TX a b 
[ 1 
bd-‘c - a bd-’ 
c d’ P(T) = I d-lc d-1 ’ 
We come now to a puzzling fact: p is an involvution. p(p(T)) = T, as can 
be verified by a simple calculation. We therefore have, reciprocally, qr. = 
@ 
P(T)’ 
Composition is more complicated for \k ‘s than for Q ‘s. 
THEOREM 13. Let L, M, N be right R-modules, bt 
: M8R + N@R, 
v- a2 P2 
[ 1 Y2 62 : L@R + MCBR 
(31) 
(32) 
be A-homomorphisms, and suppose that ‘k,(O) E domain\k,. Zf x E domain\k, 
2.w 
and q”(x) E domain\k,, then x E domain\k,,,, where 
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u*v= 
i 
-~,(~~M+PzYl)-‘~2 P1 - G (e + Y~LL-~& 
y2 - a,(e+ Y~P~)-~YP~ 62(e+~,P2)-1h 1 
9 (33) 
and ‘k,,,(x) = \k, 0 q,(x). 
Proof. Clearly q,(O) E domain*, if and only if e + ylb2 is a unit in R. 
Suppose q,(x) exists and belongs to domain ‘k,. Then 
\IIL’~\Ily(X)-\k0.(~2)=)81-~1(rSp-~2X(e+y,r)-16,) 
X{e+~,Bz-Yla~~(e+y,x)-~S,}-~Sl 
7 PI + qP2(e + uIP2> -% 
= -cQ(~I~-(Y~x(~+ y2x)-1i32-P2(e+ n&-' 
x (e + vlP2 - y,a,x(e + Y2"> - '82)) 
Now 
P2(e + ylW1 =G&f+P2Yl)-'P2~ 
as can be seen by multiplying out. Hence 
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Thus (34) can be written 
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\k,o\k,(x)-\k,(P,)=al(i~~+P,yl)-l~,x(e+v,x)-lSz 
X(e - (e + G!~)-~~~a,4e + ~~x)-~h2} 
-1 
X(e+y&)-‘4. (35) 
Now 
(e + Yz~)-Lh{e - (  + ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ + )-~6,) 
-1 
=(e+Y~~)-L{e-S,(e+yl~~)-lyla,x(e+yz~)-l)-l~~ 
Hence (35) becomes 
On comparing with (33) we see that \k, 0 *v(x) = \k,,v(x). 
Theorem 13 in conjunction with (29) yields 
8 
This suggests strongly that p(U) = p(S) * p(T), though it does not prove it, 
since we have no uniqueness theorem for %,. The conclusion can be 
estabkhed by direct calculation. 
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THEOREM 14. Let L, M, N be right R-modules, and kt U: M@R + NCB R, 
V: L@R+ MOR be R-homomorphisms. 
(i) Zfp(U), p(V), and U*Vexist, thensodoesp(U*V), and 
t-w*w = Pmm. 
(ii) Zfp(U), p(V), and p(U)* p(V) exist, then so does p(UV), and 
P(W) = P(u)* P(V). 
Proof. (i):,Let U,V be as in (31), (32). The hypotheses imply that S,, 6, 
and e + yr /3, are units. Reference to (33) shows that the (2,2) entry of U * V is 
S,(e + yr &-‘a,, which is again a unit, so that p(U * V) exists. On comparing 
(30) and (33) we find that the (1,l) entry of p( U * V) is 
The mapping in braces is easily seen to be ia,, so the whole can be written 
which is the (1,l) entry of p(U)p(V). The other entries can be treated 
likewise. 
(ii): Write S = p(U), T = p(V). By (i), p( S * T) exists and equals p( S)p( T). 
Since p is an involution 
p(S * T) = w 
and hence 
that is, 
S*T=p(W), 
P(U)*P(V)=PP). 
Thus p interchanges composition and the * operation. 
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If T is invertible, then so is @r. There seems no reason to expect anything 
so simple for the invertibility of \k ‘s, since the composition of ?Ir ‘s corre- 
sponds to the star operation, not the composition of R-homomorphisms. 
Luckily enough, it is very nearly that simple. 
THEOREM 15. Let M, N be right R-modules, and let U: M CB R + N@ R be 
an R-homomorphism such that p(U) exists. 
(i) If U has a left inverse 0 such that p(o) exkts, then k, is a linear 
j+actionul transformation and a lej? inverse of p(U) is 
(ii) Zf U is an R-isonwrphism and p(U-‘) exists, then \k, is a regular 
linear jkctional transf~tkm and 
Proof. (i): Let 
The hypothesis implies that 6 and $ are units in R. We wish to show that 
(IJvJ*U=I&f, 
that is, 
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The hypothesis &J = iaM,, is equivalent to the system of equations 
(yO(y + pay = ia,, a,p+pofi=o 
Yea+ f&Y = 0, yap + 6,6 = e. (36) 
Now 
(JJ&)*U= I -ao(iaM-pYo)-l~ -Po-~oP(e-u0P)-160 Y + %e - YoP)-~Y~~ ate - voP)-‘~o 1 * 
Note that this is well defined, since, from (36), 
Furthermore 
tia,-~yo)-‘=ia,+Pte-~oP)~l~o 
=ia,+p~-43,-~~, 
and hence, from (36), 
and 
ao(ia~-~Yo)-l~=~o~+~o~~-~~,-~yoa 
= (Yo(Y + poss-'s,- lsoy 
= (Y~(Y + Boy = id,, 
-/lo-ao/3(e - yo/3-‘So = --PO - aoj3S-’ 
= -(po~+aop)G-‘=o, 
y+fS(e-yo~)-lyoa=y+fS,‘yoa 
= 8, ‘(Soy + yea) = 0. 
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Hence 
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Applying p to both sides and noting that 
we have 
Thus p(U) has a left inverse, and hence @Pp(vj ( = \k,) is a linear fractional 
transformation. This proves (i). 
Statement (ii) follows easily. Since UP1 is a left inverse of U and U is a left 
inverse of II-‘, we have, from (i), 
J~P(U-~)J,PW = iaMBRy 
Thus, since 1: = i a,,, , 
J,p(u-‘j&J= P(u)-'. 
Let us restate the invariance property of dilations in this alternative 
setting (recall Theorem 12). Let u E R# be a dilation of r E R. As before, let 
e#, e be the identities of R*, R, and let f = e# - e. Suppose that a, /3, y, 8 E R 
and that 
\k(r) = /? - ar(e + yr) -‘6 
exists. Then /I - (a + f )u(e* + yu)-‘(6 + f) exists and is a dilation of ‘P(r). 
The proof differs minimally from that of Theorem 12. 
10. THE TRANSFER FUNCTION OF A LINEAR SYSTEM 
One can hope to gain some physical intuition for linear fractional transfor- 
mations by considering the engineering systems they are used to describe. 
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Indeed, one can even write down the circuit of a sort of analogue simulation 
of a transformation. 
Imagine a system (mechanical or electrical) whose internal state can be 
described completely by an element r of a vector space Z. Suppose that we 
can input quantities ui, ua,. . . , uk to the system, thereby causing, besides a 
change in the internal state of the system, the output of quantities yi, . . . , yl. 
We regard u = (ui ,..., uk), y = (yi ,..., fjr) as elements of vector spaces U, Y 
called the input and output spaces respectively. The way in which the system 
responds to a variable input u(t) can often be described by differential 
equations. Engineers have naturally concentrated on systems for which these 
equations are of simple form, viz. 
jc(t)=Ax(t)+Bu(t) (state equation), 
y(t)=Cx(t)+Du(t) (output equation), 
where A:Z-+Z, B:U-,Z, C:Z+Y, D:U+Y are linear operators in- 
dependent of time. On taking Laplace transforms of these equations one 
obtains 
s?(s) -x(O) = A?(S)+ B&(s), 
Q(s) = m(s)+m(s), 
and on eliminating f one finds 
g(s)= [c(~z-A)-‘B+ D]+)+c(~z-A)-%(O). 
The function 
s-,C(sZ-A)-‘B+D 
is called the tran.sfm findion or fieqzrency response finctim of the system. It 
is a function of a complex argument, and its values are operators from U to Y. 
If B is a square matrix (that is, if there are as many input as state variables) 
then this function fits into the setting of Section 9, save that we are dealing 
with the restriction of a transformation to the set of scalar multiples of the 
identity operator. The transfer function is used for treating stability questions 
and in the problem of synthesizing systems with desired properties: a 
standard text is [2]. For example, if the transfer function factorizes, this means 
that the required system can be constructed by putting together simpler 
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systems whose transfer functions are the factors. This aspect is discussed 
thoroughly in [ 11. 
One starting point for the analysis of a bounded operator on Hilbert space 
is to take the operator to be the “A” operator in a suitable linear system and 
make use of the transfer function (which in this context is called the 
characteristic function of the original operator). M. S. LivSic [9] has devel- 
oped a far-reaching theory on this basis. The Nagy-Foias theory of canonical 
models [lo] (or at least, a large part of it) can also be viewed in this light, as 
was pointed out by J. W. Helton [6]. 
11. CASCADE CONNECTIONS OF ELECTRICAL NETWORKS 
One of the most interesting applications of linear fractional transforma- 
tions of a matrix argument is to the theory of electrical circuits. A rigorous 
description of this requires a lot of careful definitions (see [ll]), but we can 
sketch the main idea without introducing too much terminology. 
We think of an electrical network as being constructed by connecting up 
various elements (resistors, capacitors, transformers, etc.). A network will have 
several terminals; a pair of these terminals is called a port if the current 
leaving one always equals the current entering the other. A network having n 
ports and no other terminals is called an n-port. We number the ports 1,. . . , n 
and describe the potentials and currents at the ports using variable vectors 
v(t)=(ul(t),..., o,(t)), i(t)=(i,(t),..., i,(t)). We consider n-ports for which 
the current vector i determines v in a linear fashion. On taking Laplace 
transforms with respect to time we can write V = Y I, where V = V(p), 
I = I(p) are the Laplace transforms of v(t),i(t) respectively, and Y is a linear 
operator. If the n-port does not change its physical characteristics with time, 
then the operator i + v commutes with time translations, and this implies that 
Y is the operation of multiplication by an n X n matrix function of p, Y(p). 
This is called the impedance matrix of the n-port. Engineers have found it 
technically convenient to work with the scattering matrix S(p) of the n-port, 
defined to be minus the reciprocal of the Cayley transform of the impedance 
matrix: ’ 
S(p)= [I” +y(P)l _‘[I” -Y(P)l. 
The scattering matrix clearly describes fulIy the electrical properties of the 
network, and so the question arises how scattering matrices combine when 
one puts together the corresponding n-ports to form larger systems. 
‘In this section we use 1 for the identity matrix or operator to avoid confusion with current. 
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Here is one simple way of joining together networks. Let 92. be a 
(k + Q-port and GJL an Z-port. In each port we call (arbitrarily but perma- 
nently) one terminal positive and the other negative. Join the positive 
[negative] terminal of port number k + j of 317, to the negative [positive] 
terminal of port number j of %. We can indicate this diagrammatically as 
follows: - 1 a 5x . + 
The result will be a k-port. This is called a cascade connection or cascade 
Zouding. To evaluate the scattering matrix of the resulting network it is 
convenient to introduce two new variables 
v=gv- I), 
vi=i(v+z) 
called the (Laplace transforms of) reflected voltage and incident voltage. The 
point is that, in terms of these variables the relation V = YI becomes V’ = SV’. 
Let 312,x have scattering matrices S,T and, corresponding to the division of 
the ports of 9R into two sets (l,..., k and k + l,..., k + I) implicit in the 
cascade connection, partition S into a 2 X 2 matrix of matrices: 
i c 
SC sll s12 :, 
[ I 21 22 
Sij being a matrix-valued function of p of the indicated type. I.& the 
Laplac&ransformed reflected and incident voltages for % be V’ and Vi, and 
let the corresponding variables for % be W’,W’. Partition V’,V’ in the 
obvious way: 
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When the networks are joined as indicated, the current vector for ‘3Z is minus 
that for ports k+l,..., k + I in ‘3R, because of the plus-minus connections, 
and hence 
w’ = y, wr=v;. 
Thus 
Since 
v; = TV;. 
we have 
vr=s vi+s vi=T-lvi 
1 21k 221 1 
and so 
V; = (T-’ - Szz) -‘S& = T(l - S,T) -rS,iV;. 
We therefore have 
v; = s,,v; + s,,v, 
= [S,,+S,,T(l-S,T)-‘S,,]V;. 
In other words, the scattering matrix for the cascaded network is 
Sii+S,,T(l-S,T)-‘S,,. 
In the case k = 2 this is a transformation of T of the type studied in Section 9. 
This relation underlies a method known as Darlington synthesis, which 
pertains to the problem of constructing electrical networks with prescribed 
scattering matrix. Incidentally, the invariance of the cross-ratio has been used 
in this context to find properties of networks which are invariant under 
cascade loading [8]. 
A fuller account aimed at mathematicians is [7]. 
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